
Russian polit icians hint  at  making London 'disappear'

NEWS FOOTBALL CELEBS

Russian politicians mock Boris Johnson and threaten nuclear

attack on London

Speaking on Russian state TV, one guest claimed the Royal Family had atomic weapons and

were like "a monkey with a hand grenade prepared to pull the pin"

ByWill Stewart, Russia Correspondent & Kieren Williams, News Reporter
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Russian politicians have threatened nuclear war and the destruction of London and New York

while also mocking Boris Johnson.

Speaking on the state-run TV channel Rossiya 1, pro- Putin host Vladimir Solovyov mocked the

British PM.

Far-right politician Vladimir Zhirinovsky warned that war was inevitable and it would lead to the

destruction of London, New York, Kyiv, Warsaw and more major cities in Russia.

The fringe veteran politician was allowed to air his views on state TV as tensions continue to

ratchet up over Russia’s actions on the Ukraine border

He was not the only ultranationalist figure to demand that the West give Vladimir Putin the

“security guarantees” he wants.

Zhirinovsky said: “They're partying for the last time… champagne, whisky…there is a big tragedy

ahead for humanity, for Europe.

"There can only be a solution by force, no other…After the start of an armed conflict in Europe

the count [of victims] would be in millions. There would be no time to count.”
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Leader of  Russian LibDems, an ultranationalist, pro-Putin party, Vladimir Zhirinovsky ( Image:

Rossiya1/east2west news)

He told the TV audience: “Stop flying to New York - this city will soon no longer exist.

“It’s time for events that no-one expects, that seemed a fantasy….

"The great America, the rich Europe - it all can stop….

“With some part of Europe disappearing… Kyiv, Warsaw, Riga, Tallinn and London.

“Not all Europe should be destroyed - but London (yes).

“Let the Scots, Irish, Welsh live.

“But (not) London, always the core of anti-Russian propaganda.”

North Korea fires fourth missile this year,
says Japanese coast  guard

UK sends defensive weapons to Ukraine as
fears of Russian invasion mount
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He was asked by Solovyov: “How can one live without London and its famous dancer Boris

Johnson?

“Do you suggest depriving world culture of famous dancer Boris Johnson?”

An old clip showed Johnson dancing and Solovyov went on: “Did you see him dance…? Let 's show

how he dances…

"These are the people threatening us…telling us who we should be…

Rossiya 1 presenter Vladimir Solovyev ( Image: Rossiya1/east2west news)
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“Great country - she is with a sword.

“And Boris Johnson, I'm afraid to imagine what he has….

“This woman is a member of the London assembly.”

The 75-year-old Zhirinovsky was born under the rule of Joseph Stalin and spent most of life living in

Communist Russia.

Prince Harry losing role will be the 'f inal nail in coffin of  former life' expert claims

2
UK weather forecast: Exact date heavy snow to fall after frosty weekend

3
Princess Eugenie's husband's nan's cutting response after they
announced engagement
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Vladimir Putin and Vladimir Zhirinovsky during a working meeting in 2015 ( Image:

Kremlin.ru/east2west news)

He leads the ultranationalist, pro-Putin Liberal Democratic Party which is the fourth largest in

Russian parliament.

During his tirade, he said: “We demand that [the West’s] weapons be moved away from the border

with Russia.

“[In my opinion] all nuclear weapons including French and British should be taken out of Europe

entirely….

“And if all of these requirements are not met, and they will not be met, [...] then there will be just

one 'sanction' left.

Sign up to our newsletter to get the day's biggest news straight to your
inbox
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The Mirror's newsletter brings you the latest news, exciting showbiz and TV stories, sport updates

and essential political information.

The newsletter is emailed out first thing every morning, at 12noon and every evening.

Never miss a moment by signing up to our newsletter here.

“We will make them, not voluntarily but by force, fulfil our requirements.

“And for a long time, forever, to exclude the threat for Russia from the West. This is why there

should be no West.”

Host Solovyov warned that "the only way to solve problems is by force of arms” and that a nuclear

war was possible.
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During the show on international relations they mocked Boris Johnson and showed a clip of
him dancing ( Image: Rossiya1/east2west news)

On the same show, Professor Dmitry Yevstafyev, of the Moscow Higher School of Economics,

called for the “denuclearisation of the degrading British monarchy”.

He compared the Queen, with the supposed atomic weapons the Royal Family has, to "a monkey

with a hand grenade prepared to pull the pin".

Another MP - Yevgeny Fyodorov, 58, a member of the main pro-Putin United Russia party - also

threatened the West with nuclear and biological war.

In a blast on, this time on Youtube, he warned that Putin could decide on using atomic weapons.

The ultimate option “is a preventive strike with nuclear weapons”, he said.

“Or even just with strategic missiles at a training ground in Nevada.

“This is a US military training ground, there are no civilians there.

“If we (give) a two, or three day, warning, this is quite a good option.

“And a demonstration of the seriousness of our intentions.”

Russia could invade Ukraine within days after cyber attack, experts
warn
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TV presenter Vladimir Solovyov ( Image: Vladimir Solovyov/east2west news)

Fyodorov, founder of the National Liberation Movement, said another option for Putin, if the West

viewed him as bluffing, was to destroy alleged US biological laboratories built in recent years in ex-

Soviet states such as Kazakhstan and Georgia.

Such laboratories have been linked in fake news reports to Covid-19 ’s spread.

“If he sees the Americans don’t understand and thought it was a bluff, then let’s then bomb their

labs with biological weapons,” he said.
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United Russia State Duma MP Yevgeny Fyodorov ( Image: Yevgeny Fyodorov/east2west news)
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These labs were in the former Soviet Union - “we have the right, this is our territory”, he said.

“There are US troops there and biological laboratories.

“We have the right to bomb.”
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Katie Price facing jail
after star is arrested
'over texts she sent to
ex Kieran Hayler's
fiancee'

KATIE PRICE

The Chase contestant
becomes online
sensation after 'strange'

outfit choice

THE CHASE

Drone brings Brentford
vs Wolves to a halt with
players forced to leave
pitch

BRENTFORD FC

Transfer news LIVE:Man

Katie Price arrested again
See more versionsDaily Mirror · 1hr ago

Tearful Adele FACETIMES stunned fans and offers free drink tokens
See more versionsMailOnline · 7hrs ago

Prince Harry losing role will be 'final nail in the coffin' of former life
See more versionsScottish Daily Record · 2hrs ago

Prince Andrew's royal status 'could be RESTORED'
See more versionsMailOnline · 2hrs ago

Katie Price 'on the brink of calling off engagement to Carl Woods'
See more versionsMailOnline · 5hrs ago

New drama The Teacher sees Sheridan Smith character accused of sex with student
See more versionsDaily Mirror · 52mins ago

Paul Gascoigne hails ex-wife for keeping son on straight and narrow
See more versionsMailOnline · 4hrs ago
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Utd dealt Man City blow,

Haaland decision made
plus Arsenal, Liverpool
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JANUARY TRANSFER WINDOW

Tearful Adele FaceTimes
stunned fans who
travelled to Las Vegas
before her shows were
axed and says 'from the
bottom of  my heart I'm
sorry'

ADELE

UK Covid daily cases
plunge 20% in just one
week with 76,807 more
recorded

CORONAVIRUS

Prince Harry losing role
will be the 'final nail in
coffin of  former life'

expert claims

PRINCE HARRY

Woman accused of
telling Jewish kids as
young as 2 'Hitler should
have killed you all'

CRIME

Is altered taste a
symptom of  Omicron?

How to tell when your
food tastes funny

OMICRON VARIANT

Rapist's dad moans
about son's conviction
and slams victim in vile
Facebook rant

RAPE

Hunt for men who
brought dead body into
post office in bizarre
bid to collect pension
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